
0:01    
I mean some of these are specific but I think these are just cool things for people to know, like I thought it was funny
. You had to go back up here and just forget something. Cuz he places. I know it can definitely be hard right because
 you're not in person, you can't just have a space. Yeah. Alright, so now we're going more into the actual pieces so I 
know you kind of mentioned earlier, but again, what, why did you choose to portray these mythological figures and t
hese goddesses as just contemporary women, and like everyday women. And I shouldn't say everyday.  
  
0:45    
That's her. What's her, um, I mean they're all these particularly Venus. Venus was the one who started off there all th
ese, like, old classical paintings of Venus as this like, you know, beautiful like thin curvy white woman with like per
fectly pale skin and you know she's got like shining blonde hair red hair or whatever and like the paintings I've seen 
her and she's just portrait of, you know representation of this very specific Western ideal of beauty. And I think that 
we as a contemporary society are slowly learning to recognize that that is not the one sole idea, ideal of beauty. Yeah
. And, and I wanted to, to bring her into a modern perspective, and, and let her be beautiful as as a black woman with
 all her, you know, enormous curly hair, full of, you know, the entire universe, and say with Andromeda I wanted to 
take her story and and look at it from modern perspective from a feminist perspective. Think of how I want that stor
y to be told.  
  
2:16    
So I'm going to go over individual parts of the painting that initially said me and maybe I was wondering if there is a
 reason behind but if it isn't, then feel free to say that because I know something you might not thought about exactly
 but I was wondering why did you picture her with her eyes closed, and why without any clothing for Venus specific
ally. Um, I did to be  
  
2:43    
whether or not to put like a dress on her or something like that, it's like so you could see on her shoulders, and it felt 
like it would have taken away from the message of the piece and,  
  
3:01    
like, like I didn't want to,  
  
3:05    
like the straps of some sparkly dress on her because I didn't want to say that that was beauty and I didn't want to, you
 know, like, put, put any, I didn't want to want to, to limit my message in any way and, and, and I wanted it to just be
 just be her. And so that was why I decided to leave. Leave off any clothing that you could see on her shoulders in an
y jewelry I was originally thinking of using jewelry, the same way I did with Andromeda to like add another thing a
nd I left that off too. And, and her eyes are closed, just because I don't know that was how I that was how I drew her 
in my initial sketch, that's how I always pictured her, because I think to have her eyes open and that, you know, very 
straight on angle that I drew her on would be very like direct and very like, accusing all of us and that just wasn't the,
 the vibe I was going for with her I wanted her to be, to be very soft.  
  
4:09    
I mean just looking at the painting I think that one thing that stands out for me is the level of detail you were able to 
get on the ends of her hair like that little, I don't know what to say specifically what swirl or something like that. So I
 was wondering how were you able to get that level of details there any techniques or something or  
  
4:30    
it's just a lot of time. And when I did was, um, I painted, I painted everything I paint the hair last because it's um, it's 
just pure black and it's kind of hard to paint over that later. And so I had painted everything else when I did the hair a
nd I filled in the like main section of it first. And then, and then like I like I had like a big sort of cloudy circle. And t
hen I went in with some, some fresh that with a brush, little thin brush and some paint that was a little bit like watere
d down suppose thinner and I could control it better, and I just went in and painted a little curls around every edge of
 her hair I had a I had a reference photo that I was looking at I believe, so that I can try to get the texture right, and, a
nd they just went around every little edge and it did look weird for a little bit because,  
  



5:34    
by definition, I'm  
  
5:35    
kind of painting them with no dimension or shape to their hair, like, like the rest of them is shaded and you can see li
ke the highlights where the light hits it but when if their hair is just flat solid black so it did look kind of strange, but 
as soon as I put the stars and then it just sort of this, this, you know, the void of stars, looks really cool.  
  
5:58    
So, I liked it a lot before you're talking about the major piece of symbolism is that one star symbolizing how she shin
es the brightest, is that Lisa  
  
6:09    
Yeah Venus is the Venus is the second brightest thing in the night sky after the moon so.  
  
6:16    
So I was wondering, is there any other pieces, small pieces of symbolism, like, or is that just the main one.  
  
6:23    
I don't think there's really more than enough there's more than drama but yes that was, I think I've told you about eve
rything that I put in there, there were fewer small details that one was more.  
  
6:33    
Yeah, I just wanted to let you know if there was anything else you know. Okay, so, yeah, that was really good so no
w we can move on to Andromeda and I guess my first question I thought that was a dragon right it was so sea monst
er and you told me that story which I think is important. And I'm definitely going to include that part. Also what I wa
s wondering is, I'm like, cuz I think the most of the pieces blew cracked and started those type of colors, why did yo
u choose to compliment, like the starry hair with a red instead of, you know the traditional blues or like you did befo
re.  
  
7:15    
Because it seemed to go with her she was, I mean I, I painted her with purple lipstick and I was thinking of. I think I 
think I was originally like, what if I gave her like I was giving her green eyes, and I was like, what if I gave her red h
air though I was like wait, no, I can't give her red hair because I can't take your hair black so I could fill it full of star
s within, within I was talking to Peyton and we were like she seems like the kind of person who would have like, lik
e dyed streaks in her hair and so I was trying to see if I could almost like, make that galaxy pattern sort of look like s
he had. She had red streaks in her black hair. And so I almost I almost said purple. Like her like her lipstick but with
out that that wouldn't quite stand out a bunch of sent out as much so it was, it was meant to complement the backgro
und a little bit and and sort of pop the same way that Venus has made us blue in her hair. In contrast to like the yello
w background and sort of the warmth of everything else in that painting.  
  
8:18    
Yeah. And also I should say that like I think the three things that stand out the most is that piece of jewelry, the sea d
ragon right and then her lipstick and then I think her eyes also stand out to me along with the hair. So, how did they 
kind of go with blending all these elements and making sure one wasn't too dominant, where it seemed like the other
s were not as important. I don't know, I did just I didn't I don't think I put a lot of thought, specifically into like how 
do I balance this, I did. I did try to sort of put her in, in a casual pose and also a pose that would show off enough of 
her arm that I can paint the sea monster and it was meant to be this sort of eye catching, saying, and it took me absol
utely forever because tattoo style drawings with a paintbrush are hard. Let me go into that a bit more, I mean it's ama
zing how you get that to look like an actual tattoo. So how did you do that.  
  
9:29    
So,  
  
9:30    



um, I use paint that was, I mixed and mixed this color that was sort of like, dark blue.  
  
9:38    
I'm  
  
9:40    
like, like, sort of old fashioned tattooing. I don't really want to do it in color I want it to look really obviously like a t
attoo. And so I did, I did the dark blue, and I send it down with something called glazing medium which is just an alt
ernative to using water to thin your pay down it's just sort of clear and makes it makes it thinner. And I have a little li
ner brush which is a brush that just has like a very fine tip for drawing lines, and I say I drew the shape on in pencil f
irst and then I went over it very very very slowly with the lighter and like I did it a couple times to just try to get the l
ine really smooth so it didn't look like it had been painted. And then I shaded it in a little bit. Also with the like paint 
and then I think when I was finished, I took I mixed her skin color, again, and defended out and painted a really thin 
coat of that over again to make it look sort of like faded like it had faded into her skin a little bit like it wasn't like a b
rand new tattoo it was old and it was like part of her.  
  
10:42    
Yeah. If he were to give me an estimate how long do you think that took him can be a rough estimate.  
  
10:52    
It was a couple lessons with pay and so it was probably like two or three hours, I believe, to do the dragon. I think to 
this user but  
  
11:05    
yeah that's fine is assessment. Okay, so also, as I was saying.  
  
11:11    
Now let's go ahead.  
  
11:11    
Okay. I was also wondering so I think there's different parts of Andromeda which differentiates from Venus like just
 the angle which is positioned Now obviously you have to change that so you could show the tattoo but also just her 
countenance and the other choices in addition so were you looking to differentiate them or was it something that just 
like, This is my, this is how I think of them, and then you just started to go off that I know you had a lot of those like
 different positions in your sketchbook in different poses so  
  
11:47    
yeah I think part of it was just changing the pose and the angle to, to show them off better to show off their hair bette
r right with Venus, the great head on with her hair like framing her head and Andromeda I needed to turn her a little 
bit because I wanted to get as much black of the black hair with the stars in the photo as possible so I tried to turn her
 head so that her hair, you could see her hair going down her back  
  
12:11    
and  
  
12:14    
she was actually she's actually a little bit more. Three quarters in my original sketch and then she like slowly shifted 
into like full profile almost as I ended up refining it. But yeah, they were, they were. I sort of meant for for the hair, t
he similarity of the hair with the stars to tie them together, and has that been a common thread between them. And I 
wasn't trying too much to make the rest of them match, I had both of them I had a very clear image in my mind goin
g in I was like this is what I want her to look like. And, and that showed up in my original sketch and you can see m
y original sketch until you know that it went pretty straight through to the painting.  
  
13:06    
So I'm also wondering is, the story here theme something you're gonna continue with Artemis. Yes,  



  
13:12    
I'm going to I'm going to, hopefully, paint the moon in her hair because, yes, moon goddess Yes, so it's gonna be it's 
gonna be fun because the angle I've drawn her I have not actually given myself that much room to work with, but, bu
t I'm gonna make it work. I'm trying to see if I can do it in her hair, almost like a little, like, like, like a crescent right 
here like almost like it's like a, the way people put barrettes in their hair, or like draw it back, I'm gonna see if I can p
osition it like that.  
  
13:44    
So is this, as it is going to be the last one in the series or just not sure about that yet sure yet.  
  
13:51    
Um, it depends on how I feel when I finish her if I, you know, want to keep going. I have, I have a handful more ide
as, um, I think I went with the strongest ones first, so like those, those three are the ones that like really, they really 
work and make sense to me and if they could, if I wanted to others I might have to I have to think about how I can m
ake them fit into the theme, the same way, but, um, because frankly there aren't that many constellations and planets 
and things that are actually named after women there is the majority of men. And also I mean most of the constellati
ons like animals and stuff but like you know there's like Orion and Hercules and Perseus are all in the, in the sky. An
d then there's like Andromeda and Cassiopeia, who is her mother, who feeds her to the sea serpent is also a constellat
ion, who I thought I thought of trying to, I tried to do her so she, I might I might see if I can explore her story from s
ort of a different angle than Andromeda is. If I can, if I can make that work, but, but there aren't there aren't a lot for 
me to choose from, sadly.  
  
15:10    
So, in terms of the break is that just more, you're kind of busy with these other stuff you're doing, or is it that is there
 something in the piece that made you be like I need a break, or how did that work.  
  
15:25    
Oh it's Artemus like, I'm not working on it right now. Um, I think, so I, I started her in the like winter, I think of last 
year, and was, was trying for a while to get her done before the end of the year because I thought that it would be bet
ter to have three pieces in me than to just to have those three as sort of a cohesive series. Um, and so I was, I was sor
t of rushing for a while seeing if I could make that happen but the last part of this, the second half of last year, last sq
uare was very busy for me, and very stressful, there was a certain point when I kind of just realized that it wasn't gon
na happen and I wasn't going to be able to finish her in time to send Mr videogo picture before the end of the school 
year before I knew it out. And so I just decided that since I didn't have that deadline anymore. For myself, I would, I 
would focus my energy on other things, and I needed to add to the city or come back to her a little bit and where I sp
ent a couple more art lessons, working on her but I've just, I've just been, I've just been doing other projects and like 
I needed a break after I spent so long kind of pushing myself to get it done for a deadline that I had to post on myself
. I wanted, I wanted a break.  
  
16:59    
So, in general, also this was a question I was wondering so in going through all these pieces, what are some of the m
ajor setbacks you recollect where you might have had to re do something or re envision something was there any set
backs that you can clearly remember  
  
17:19    
this was easy. Well, we this was not easy. This is easier, Andromeda was hard, and drawing an eye kept. I had to pai
nt over sections of Andromeda, multiple times because I would get, like, like I had, I kept getting the proportions of 
her face wrong. And I kept getting like the angle of her face wrong like I like I said, she started out at like the three q
uarter angle and she shifted more into profile. And so, for a while, like, it just didn't work like parts of her face like l
ooked like they were fully in profile and parts of her face look like they were turned a little more towards you and it j
ust like I kept having to like go over the front edge of her face with a blue brush and paint over the background, like 
a background color and like, you know, fix it because her forehead was sticking too far out or like notice was like a r
eally weird shape or whatever, so I can't tell you to do that with her. And like okay I had a couple of spots in her hair
 too that I had to go fix, so she just she just took longer to get right i mean profile profile is I think a little harder for 



me than the straight on angle that I did for for Venus so I had more, I had more difficulty with that I'm trying to thin
k if there's anything else. I mean, certainly there's lots of times when I've just put a brushstroke in the wrong place or
 it came out, absolutely the wrong color, and I just had to, you know, wipe it off before it before it dried, I had a lot o
f trouble with Andromeda has skin tone because the background is blue. And the thing about color in like when you'r
e doing a painting is that it's very relative. And so, like, I mostly noticed this the skin tones the same skin tone on on
e color background and a different color background and will not look the same. So, because the background was so 
cool I had to make her skin tone really cool as well and I couldn't put as much of the like warm brown into it that I w
ould usually use. So, so it just, I kept mixing it like with more, more of the cool white color that I had to paint that I 
had and a little more blue than I normally would use to just try to try to get it to a color and look really like tan and li
ke weird on that background Yeah,  
  
19:49    
cuz I can't imagine Venus's getting called out in that background, I don't think that would like have the glowing effec
t.  
  
19:56    
Oh yeah no cuz hurts her skin color is half like the yellow shell or yeah it would, it would look completely different.  
  
20:04    
Okay yeah so this gets me to the last part which is sort of the larger meaning and kind of takeaways. So yeah, so I gu
ess. This series is obviously revolving around, I feel like in my from my perception that theme for me is like women 
empowerment, and just showing them in a different light which they're not seen as. So could you expand a bit more 
about that, not only in your art, but just in your life in general and, though, is this those feminists sort of things just a 
part that makes you say the last bit again. So I guess like, what does this art say about you in terms of the themes of 
woman empowerment and feminism, how does that play a part in usr Yes. Or what does that show about you I guess
 I should say,  
  
21:01    
sir. i MAN i i consider myself a feminist I have since I learned what the word meant.  
  
21:12    
And  
  
21:15    
I  
  
21:18    
think,  
  
21:21    
paintings, sort of show that that's something that's important to me and that specifically that the intersectional femini
sm is really important to me. Do you know what that means, or would you like me to define. So intersectional femini
sm is the idea that, that we are all at the intersection of many many identities, and that those identities can interact wi
th each other and in ways where you can't, you can't separate them. Like,  
  
22:05    
like, like, a lot of times, For example, women of color have been excluded from both women's movements, women's 
rights movements, and like the African American civil rights movement or other movements for the rights of people 
of color, just because they cannot separate out like being a woman and being a person of color. As like to like you kn
ow two separate things like there were there were black women in the suffragette movement who were told that they 
should, you know, stop worrying about civil rights to just you know, focus on the women's rights for now, or whatev
er, but like you know those, those are, you know, those are not to two separate things and so that means that those id
entities, interact and can't be separated and the types of oppression that people face can't really be separated out and t
here is no there is no one size fits all. So, so the reason that the reason that Venus is German is very is very soft and 
very beautiful and loving is because I wrote all these things about about intersectional feminism, and what that mean



s for stories and Compton. You know the like feminist narrative is to take the, take the softer being a woman and yo
u know make her like strong you know give her. The girl with the sword, you're like save herself or whatever. But, b
ut that only really works for white women because white women are the only ones who have been told that they are 
dainty and soft and precious and fragile and black women are told that they are that they are strong, they don't get to 
be taken care of, and don't get to be soft and beautiful and loving and and loved. And so the reason that those that I'
m not trying to apply the like, you know, strong, strong woman narrative to both of them in a drama is because I'm tr
ying to recognize that that is not empowering for everyone and that there is no like one size fits all. feminist narrativ
e that will work for everyone.  
  
24:38    
Yeah, I'll definitely mention that word. I think that's important because of like overlapping Yeah. Okay. Um, so also 
like Andromeda and this story told me. How does it sort of personify that as well because she said she was trying to 
Iraq, I believe. I'm sorry I don't know too much about mythos, yes.  
  
24:57    
Yeah, she was chained up to a rock at the at the sea and oak sorry if I pronounced it. Confusingly, but yeah. Yeah, sh
e was, she was, she was sort of, she was sort of shackled to a to a, to a rock and, you know, treated as this. This victi
m to be given over to the sea monster. And so I painted her as a white woman, and I painted her as a strong woman 
who does not need to be seen as as dainty and fragile and someone to be rescued, because you know she is in the stor
y she's only there to be rescued by Perseus who's one of the like great Greek mythology heroes who comes in with a 
sword and whatever kills the monster.  
  
25:54    
I mean I was talking about like how you differentiate other pieces and I think that's one way he did right. But yeah p
enis Andromeda. So yeah, obviously I'll do more research so I get this story, right, but it was good to hear that. Yeah
. So also, what is that takeaway that you hope people have after viewing your art because they don't know it as well a
s you and they might know the background in the story, but if there's one takeaway you wish that everyone had what
 would it be,  
  
26:30    
there should be, everyone should be able to see themselves in these stories, and in art and that we can that we can, Y
ou know, choose the stories and rewrite the rules and make new ones that, that have that have room for everyone and
 not just one kind of beauty or one kind of strikes. Also, this is more of a personal question for you, but when you sa
w that your art was gaining recognition and Mr Verdugo was putting it out but not even that, but I'm sure you probab
ly had some of your family members or their peers, maybe see it beforehand, I'm not sure they did. But how did it m
ake you feel and when other people started looking at your work. Do you remember sin Andromeda specifically. I m
ean, yeah, those two but also in general. I mean, I was just I was really, I was really proud of those pieces specificall
y just because I feel like a lot of my art before that was just not that deep. I've done lots of things that are like, you k
now, trying to explore a new medium or trying to explore any technique or just trying to make something that's, that'
s pretty you know that looks good figuring out how to paint stars in a way that looks. That looks good. And, I mean, 
of course, the things that I painted were still like you know coming from like this is something that I am passionate a
bout or whatever I want to do but like this for the first few pieces that I tried to like give movil like deep meaning an
d symbolism too, and, and I was just I was, I was really happy. It was it was really fun to try to explain them to talk a
bout them to my family and show them to friends and relatives, and I sent a photo of Venus and a couple other my pi
eces to Mr Hidalgo as like here is an example of my, my work because I was I was offering to I offered to make som
ething original for NDA, because I was just like you know let me know if you have any talent that you'd like to use f
or me so I was like, I'll make you a piece, here's some of the stuff I've done. And he was like, that piece looks really 
cool, I would love to. I would love to find a place for it and I told him more about it, and the story behind it and he w
as like, well, our theme is reimagining, and that's he reimagined and that seems like a perfect thing to put on the cove
r and I was just like so blown away, and, and really proud that he that he chose to do that to include that the first time
 that I've had my heart somewhere like that and so.  
  
29:28    
So how have your family members and your relatives reacted to  
  



29:37    
you, they all like it they I think appreciate the most, most of the people I don't get the chance to like go really in dept
h into explaining the like behind it, but like, they appreciate the,  
  
29:50    
the, the  
  
29:53    
skill of the painting and the way that it looks and the stars and the hair and the faces and everything, and they have al
l been impressed with that side of it.  
  
30:05    
So, for you personally Could you name a not name but what what are you the lessons that you have from your art, an
d just going through the process and the thinking, all these different components of mythology astronomy all that it s
eems like a lot right but what are the lessons that you've really taken away and as a person and as a human, I guess. I
 know these are really deep questions. So feel free to take your time. Again, do you mean like from art in general or f
rom these pieces specifically, I think that's more for art in general, I think you've talked about the main things from t
he pieces.  
  
30:52    
What I buy like what lessons have I learned from art, and they don't have to be big. Yeah, I mean I'm learning slowly
 to be, to be less of a perfectionist about my art, and learning that, even though I like really care about them. And like
 the pieces that I'm making and I like them passionate about art. And I want it to be good, that doesn't mean, doesn't 
mean it has to be like, perfect all the time, and I don't have to, you know, make every piece of it perfect and, you kno
w, hide every brushstroke and have it look, you know, it's beautiful and pristine and it's okay for me to still be scopin
g learning I mean there are things about me notes that I would potentially go back and change if I had the chance and
 maybe I will eventually because the nice thing about paintings is you can kind of just do that. Even though, like you
 know a photo of it's been on the cover of a magazine now, But like, you know, they're there, they're things for even t
hose like no mores and pieces that I would, that I would go back and change. So,  
  
31:57    
and so to wrap up. In the future, where do you hope that this series will also your work in general goes and there's ju
st something you're gonna keep working on and keep doing because we'd love it or is there anything specific.  
  
32:14    
I mean, I would love to finish the series. I intend to finish Artemus. And I hope, but I can get her to a place where I'
m as proud as proud of that painting as I am with the other two, and it's possible that I'll go on from there.  
  
32:40    
I don't know there I've already, You know,  
  
32:42    
this this this series has, has leaked into other projects that I've considered other ideas that I might, they might use or 
go out of it into different projects, different series, different things that I do. I am going to keep making our I'm goin
g to keep, you know, to your classes I'm planning on applying to art schools in the fall so I'm so I'm going to, to keep
, keep learning and see where see where it takes me we'll see, I think, I think this will not be the first time but I, you 
know, Well, it was not the first time that I that I incorporated feminism into my paintings or astronomy or mytholog
y and it won't, You know, certainly won't be the last.  
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